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Abstract: It is a fact that with advancement in technology there is huge impact over the changing life-style
of every individual. Mankind has been immensely benefited by these technologies all these years. With change
in time there is change in requirements, due to which life-style of humans are adversely affected. There are
no proper routines, which results in imbalance in way of living. Because of all this, a large part of population
is struggles with mental issue’s such as depression, anxiety & stress. Specially these difficulties are observed
among the youngsters & teenagers. To cope with these issue’s, one must analyse about their mental health &
adapt the measures to eliminate these diseases to live a better life-style. To analyse the mental health, we
have a prediction & recommendation system which is capable to provide an accurate status of their analysis.
Hence in this paper, we highlight about our model which would assist mankind to analyse about themselves
& recommend them the respective solutions
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I. INTRODUCTION
This analysis will be conducted over a group of people who will categorize into 2 cluster as meditators & non meditators.
A set of questionnaires will be given to each candidate for which they need to examine it on their personal level. After
successful completion of survey the data will be collected between the different ideology of meditators & non meditators.
The survey will be extracted with the help to google forms & the data was been stored over the excel sheet.
The main purpose of this survey is to observe that how the views of meditators & non meditators differ and how much the
level of comparison of depression, stress and anxiety among these two groups. It is to be seen that meditators ratio over
these mental issue is less in compare to non-meditators. So, over a detailed analysis it’s been observed that physical
activities such as walking, yoga, prana yams and etc on regular basis helps us cope up with our daily stressful lifestyle.
The questions that were been asked were been proposed by the DASS 42 model.
The DASS-42 is a 42 item self-report scale designed to measure the degrading emotional states of depression, anxiety
and stress. It is the extended version of the DASS-21. It is a helpful tool for routine outcome monitoring and can be used
to check the level of treatment response. The principal value of the DASS in a clinical setting is to clarify the main reason
of emotional disturbance. The DASS is based on a dimensional rather than a categorical conception of psychological
distress, and scores emphasise the degree to which someone is experiencing symptoms rather than diagnostic cut-off
points
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of emotional disturbance. The DASS is based on a dimensional rather than a categorical conception of psychological
distress, and scores emphasise the degree to which someone is experiencing symptoms rather than diagnostic cut-off
points. The short version of Depression Anxiety Stress Scale-21 showed excellent values of reliability, as well as strong
internal stability. A two-dimensional model with a reduction in anxiety and the formation of stress on one object was the
most acceptable for young people.
The DASS-21 has an obvious advantage over the DASS – as it consists of half the questions, it takes half the time to finish
The checking elements of the DASS-21 have been selected from those within the DASS, and have been selected
depending on the following criteria:
 Good factor loadings those details found( through statistical breakdown) to be most fruitful in scaling each factor
have been elected.
 Indeed coverage of all scales across each scale
 Assuring item means of the DASS- 21 is truly alike to that of the DASS
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
To interrogate the construct validity of the Depression, Anxiety and Stress Scales ( DASS- 21) in order to decide or watch
temporal stability.
DASS can be managed either in groups or individually for research purposes. The power of discriminating between the
three related conditions of depression, anxiety and depression should be of assistance to researchers in the field of nature,
ethology and methods of emotional disturbance. Since significant improvements to DASS are made by non-clinical
samples, it is appropriate to test general youth and adults. Given the required knowledge of the language, there seems to
be no compelling case against the use of scales for the purposes of comparison with 12-year-olds. It should be borne in
mind, however, that the minimum age limit for development samples was 17 years.
2.1 Hypothesis
The DASS-21 is a clinical assessment that measures the three related states of depression, anxiety and stress. It has 21
questions and takes about 3 minutes to complete.
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Please read each statement and choose a number 0, 1, 2 or 3 that indicates how consequential the statement applied to
you over the former week. There are no correct or incorrect answers. Don't spend excessive consequential time on any
account, but please reply each problem.
2.2 Disclaimer
This assessment doesn't itself indicate a determination. To determine any potential decision, talk over your results with
your doctor or a qualified psychological health provider. Your results will be anonymous.
The standing scale is as follows: 0 It didn't relate to me at all
 1 It relate to some degree, or some of the time
 2 It relate to a considerable degree, or a good part of time
 3 It relate to genuinely much, or utmost of the time
The following represents the number of questions that corresponds to Depression, Stress & Anxiety
Depression

Q3, 5, 10, 13, 16, 17, 21

Anxiety

Q2, 4, 7, 9, 15, 19, 20

Stress

Q1, 6, 8, 11, 12, 14, 18

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
3.1 DASS 21 Computation
High anxiety and low levels of depression, high stress and low levels of anxiety, high anxiety and depression levels, low
levels of anxiety and depression. The symptom profile is designed for each participant by labelling his or her anxiety and
frustration with using responses to self-report questionnaires. The machine learning method will be trained to determine
the character profile of each participant based on behavioural tasks.
We expect that information based on this systematic investigation would enable us to map and identify a unique pattern
of bias that reflects each inconsistency, and to provide information on the aspects of the corresponding analysis.
This exploration concentrated on detecting anxiety, depression and stress applying the Depression, Anxiety and Stress
Scale questionnaire( DASS 21). The collected data will be subsequently classified using five machine learning algorithms
– to wit Decision Tree, Random Forest Tree, Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine and KNN. Out of it best
productiveness model will be handpicked for our prediction.
3.2 Decision Tree
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Decision Trees( DTs) are anon-parametric supervised literacy approach used for classification and reversion. The aim is
to produce a model that predicts the value of a target variable by picking up simple conclusion rules made out from the
data features. A tree can be beheld as a piecewise stable approximation. For example, in the prototype below, decision
trees pick up from data to compare a sine angle with a set of if- then-else decision regulations. The deeper the tree, the
more complicated the decision rules and the fitter the model.
3.3 K Nearest Neighbour

K- nearest neighbour’s( KNN) algorithm is a type of supervised ML algorithm which can be used for both classification
as well as reversion prophetic problems. still, it's altogether used for classification prophetic cases in assiduity.
K- nearest neighbour’s( KNN) algorithm uses ‘ characteristic similarity ’ to prophesy the values of new datapoints which
further means that the new data point will be commissioned a value grounded on how nearly it matches the points in the
routine set.
3.4 Naïve Bayes

It's a classification technique predicated on Bayes ’ Theorem with an hypothetical of self-dependence among predictors.
We can say that, a Naive Bayes classifier assumes that the presence of a particular point in a class is coincident to the
presence of any other features. For exemplar, a fruit may be accounted to be an apple if it's red, round, and around 3 inches
in diameter. Indeed if these features depend on each other or upon the corporality of the different features, all of these
features single-handedly kick in to the probability that this fruit is an apple and that's why it's comprehended as ‘ Naive
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3.5 Support Vector Machine

Support vector machines (SVMs) are particular direct classifiers which are hung on the confines maximization principle.
They perform structural threat minimization, which improves the complexity of the classifier with the end of achieving
excellent generalize interpretation. The SVM accomplishes the classification task by constructing, in a evolved
dimensional space, the hyperplane that optimally separates the data into two divisions.
.
3.6 Random Forestland

Random forestland is a supervised knowledge algorithm which is used for both classification as well as reversion. But
still, it's primarily used for classification problems. As we know that a forestland is made up of trees and more trees means
further robust forestland. Similarly, random forestland algorithm creates determination trees on data samplings and again
gets the auguring from each of them and someday selects the best outcome by means of voting. It's an ensemble system
which is better than a single decision tree because it reduces theover-fitting by comprising the result.
IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we have analysed each individual in detail, discussing various strategies, ways and means. This document
aims to examine texts with machine learning algorithm for personality disorder, emphasizing current research and use in
practice based on the review of research articles using machine learning, results found personality disorders identified in
a variety of key domain.
The use of machine learning applications to identify personality disorders can improve diagnostic results. Besides, the
use of enhanced intelligence helps in effectiveness of clinical and research processes and the creation of new data on
human trauma and welfare. Test results of research articles about practical wisdom.
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V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE
The DASS-21 is reliable and suitable for use to assess symptoms of common mental health problems, especially
depression and anxiety among people of different ages. However, its ability in detecting stress among the adolescents
may be limited. Further research is warrant to explore these results.
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